PW1-928 RF Data Transceiver Module
Description
The PW1-928 RF transceiver module is designed for
reliable bi-directional transfer of digital data over
distances of over 300 feet in cluttered urban
environments (over half a mile in true line of sight).
Operating in the 902 to 928MHz frequency band, the
module generates a nominal +7dBm into a 50-ohm load
and achieves an outstanding RX sensitivity of –
112dBm.

Features
ü True "asynchronous UART to aerial" solution
ü Direct sequence (chirp) spread spectrum
ü 9.6kbps user payload data rate
ü Uses highly robust augmented LoRa protocol
ü Low power standby and TX-from-standby modes
ü Adjustable output power
ü User programmable address and channel-group
ü 3.3-volt logic I/O
ü Digital RSSI (read via serial port)

PW1-928 Specifications

The module uses the industry standard LoRa direct
sequence chirp spreading protocol combined with a
proprietary data structure to both simplify user
implementation and to significantly improve packet
transmission reliability. It has a Universal
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) serial
interface that can be directly connected to typical
microcontrollers, RS-232 converters or USB adaptors.
The module automatically handles all radio functions
resulting in a true UART-to-antenna wireless link.
Configuration setup is also accessed through the UART
interface.

Applications
ü Direct RS-232/485 wire replacement
ü Asset tracking
ü Automated meter reading
ü Industrial/home automation
ü Wireless sensors
ü Remote data logging
ü Fleet management
ü Traffic and display signs
ü Mass-transit communications
ü Oil and gas sensing

Parameter

Nominal

Min.

Max.

Units

Power Supply
Operating Voltage Vin
TX Supply Current
RX Supply Current
Standby Current lq

3.3
30
15

3.0

3.6

V
mA
mA
uA

15

RF Section
Operating Band
Frequency Accuracy
Number of channels
Channel Bandwidth
Max RF Data Rate
LoRa spread factor

915MHz band
20
16
500
12
7

Receiver Sensitivity
Input IP3
Adjacent Channel Rejection
RF Output Power
Harmonic Emissions

–112
–13
–60
+7
–50

Physical characteristics
Size
Screen can
Pins
Recommended hole size

29x16x6 mm
NS106 alloy
0.1" pitch pins
1mm

Digital Interface
Input Logic Low
Input Logic High
Output Logic Low
Output Logic High

Vi L
Vi H
VOL
VOH

EEPROM Specifications
E2 Write Duration
EEPROM Write Cycles

905.95

0

927.2

MHz
PPM

700

kHz
kbps

12

dBm
dBm
dBm
dBm
dBm

Notes

+7dBm out

(5mW nom.)

0.65mm square
(or 0.04")

0
2.0

0.5
VCC
0.6

VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC

5

mS
cycles

VCC–0.7

4
100k

IOL -6mA
IOH 3mA

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Parameter

Min.

Supply Voltage (Vin)
Any Input or Output Pin
Vin rise time (0 to 3.3V)
Maximum RF Input
Storage Temperature

0
0

Typ.

Max.

Units

3.9
3.3

VDC
VDC
mS
dBm
ºC

1
10
–40

+85

Exceeding any of the limits of this section may lead to permanent damage to the device.
Furthermore, extended operation at these maximum ratings may reduce the life of this device.

Pin Descriptions
Pin #

Name

I/O

Description

1
2
3
4
5

VCC
SI
SO
n_RST
RXS

—
I
O
I
I/O

6

TXS

O

7

STBY

I

8,10
9

GND
ANT

—
—

ü
ü
ü
ü

Supply Voltage (regulated 3.3v nominal)
UART Receive Data Input. Input line for serial data (TXD)
UART Transmit Data Output. Output for serial data (RXD)
Reset line. This line acts as an active low hardware reset
RX Status.
This line goes high when the receiver buffer contains data
Transmit status.
This line is high when the TX buffer contains data or unit is
transmitting. When low it indicates the TX buffer is empty
Standby.
Pull low to enable the module. When high (floating) the unit enters a
very low current standby state
Ground
50-ohm RF Antenna Port

Pull up resistors (10K on n_RST, 50K on all others) are provided on all logic inputs.
In internal test mode, SI is grounded and RXS and STBY are used as mode select inputs.
All Logic outputs can drive 2mA LED indicators via a 470 ohm current limiting resistor.
This pinout corresponds to an 8 pin PIC microcontroller.

Theory of Operation
The PW1 transceiver is a low-cost, high-performance synthesized data transceiver. It uses a wideband "chirp”
modulation system to combine good range and high data rate with compliance to the FCC part 15-247 regulatory
requirements in the 902 to 928MHz ISM band. The RF transceiver chip used is the Semtech SX1272. The SX1272
transceivers feature the LoRa® long range modem that provides long range spread spectrum communication and high
interference immunity while minimizing current consumption.
Using Semtech’s patented LoRa modulation technique, the SX1272 achieves a sensitivity of -112dBm at the relatively
high data RF link rate used by the PW1. This high sensitivity yields an industry leading link budget making it optimal
for any application requiring range or robustness.
LoRa also provides significant advantages in both blocking and selectivity over conventional modulation techniques,
solving the traditional design compromise between range, interference immunity and energy consumption.

Module Description
An onboard Microchip PIC18LF1824 microcontroller running at 16MHz handles both the interface to the RF transceiver
chip and the higher level protocol functions and the serial interface.
The module has a Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) serial interface and is designed to provide an
easy-to-use "UART-to-antenna" wireless link solution; in effect a direct wire replacement for many RS232/422/485
applications. The module is designed to interface directly to a host serial interface (UART). Two lines are used to
transfer data between the module and the host: (SI and SO) and there are two further status outputs (RXS, TXS) that
can be used to generate hardware handshaking signals, or drive visible indicators. The SO pin is the data output from
the module (sometimes referred to as RXD). SI is the data input (otherwise TXD). The UART interface has a fixed
format (1 start bit, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit) and operates at baud rates of 9.6 (default), 38.4 or 57.6kbps. In
command/programming mode the interface uses a 2.4kbps rate.
Two separate 64-byte FIFO buffers are provided for the serial interface TX and RX paths

Note: Although the module is capable of supporting the serial data communications required by RS232, RS-422, and RS-485 interfaces, it is not compatible with the voltage levels and signal
polarities used by these interfaces. The module has CMOS inputs and outputs and requires an
appropriate converter for the particular type of interface being used.

The module has a built-in protocol that automatically transmits the data input on the UART. All encoding, transmitting,
receiving and decoding functions are handled by the internal processor, so no overhead is required by an external
processor. At 9.6kbps the unit will stream data continuously without buffer overflows. The module's protocols easily
allow for point-to-point and broadcast transmission, while the user can easily incorporate the module into more
elaborate networks.
The module can be put into a low power standby mode through the STBY pin. In standby mode, the RF section is
completely shut down and the processor is in an idle state. In this state the receiver is always inactive, but a transmit
burst can be initiated by sending a specifically formatted data burst to the SI pin.
If the 15uA current drain in standby mode is too high for a particular application, then power to the module will need to
be switched through an external FET (or similar device) to turn off the module when it is not needed.
Every module has a 4-bit (1 of 16) group address and a 4-bit channel-group identifier. These are combined into a single
programmable ID byte. It also contains a unique 32-bit serial number, programmed into the internal EEPROM, that can
be used by the host application as a unique identifier. This ID code can be read-out through the serial interface.

Module Operation
The receive side of a link is fairly simple. The processor constantly monitors the SX1272 chip for a valid packet receive
flag. When it detects a receive flag, it downloads all the data for the packet into a buffer, checks for valid framing,
address and checksum and, assuming a success on all those tests, transfers the payload (user) data to a (64 byte deep)
FIFO.
If the processor has data in the FIFO and a non-busy state on its UART, it will read a byte out of one and into the other.
These operations are entirely independent of each other. The unit can be receiving data from the SX1272 and outputting
data to the UART at the same time.

If a unit has data in the receive FIFO buffer (or in the UART) the "RXS" pin is high.
Transmit operation is triggered when the processor's UART is found to contain a received byte. At this point the
processor goes into 'transmit' mode and the SX1272 is put into a "prepare to transmit" mode.
Data received through the UART is buffered into a different 64-byte FIFO for the 10mS it takes the SX1272 to be
brought up to a ready state. Then, up to 15 bytes of data are taken from the FIFO, formatted and written to the chip. A
"transmit" command is then issued and the SX1272 transmits a packet. This takes approximately 15mS. While the
transmit process is in progress, the processor continues to read the UART and transfer any new data to the FIFO. Any
receive data in the receiver FIFO will still be fed out through the UART during transmit, but obviously no "new" packets
can be received until the transmit process is completed.

If the unit is 'in transmit' or has data in the TX FIFO buffer waiting to be transmitted, the TXS pin is high.
At the end of a transmission, if there is still any data in the FIFO, another read FIFO/ format/ transfer/ start transmit
sequence is triggered. If the FIFO is empty, the radio reverts to the receive mode.
At 9.6 kbps, the transmit process is slightly faster than the maximum rate at which bytes can be received. So, the link is
transparent to the user and the outgoing packets consist of 12 to 15 bytes.
At higher data rates it is up to the user to keep the OVERALL throughput down, or the FIFO will overflow with
undesirable and unpredictable effects. Good control over the timing of outgoing bursts can be executed using the faster
interface baud rate modes, as it's possible to put 15 bytes (a maximum length single packet) into the buffer FIFO in under
the time it takes to prepare for transmit.
The data latency (first byte in to first byte out) is a little over 25mS for intermittent short bursts
(prepare + 1 packet length) while the streaming data delay is approximately 15mS, with slight jitter
due to variable packet lengths in the stream.

Packet / Burst Structure

A packet consists of a sync/framing sequence, 4-bit address and 4 bit channel numbers, 1 to 15 bytes of data and a
checksum. Irrespective of payload length, all packets take the same time (25mS for a single transmission, or 15mS
streaming)
Note: A unit must be on the same address and channel to communicate with another peer
unit
There is also a standby pin. This must be pulled low or grounded to activate the unit. If it is left floating (or driven
at 3v3) the unit goes into low current standby (<15uA).
NOTE: The unit takes 25mS to stabilize after power-up, but only 5mS after standby.

Transmit-from-standby (a special case).
If the unit is in standby (STBY pin floating/high) and activity is detected on the SI serial input pin, it will temporarily
come out of low power mode, transmit a single burst, and then revert back to standby.
The format for a "standby transmit" is specific:
A 1mS (minimum) low state pulse is applied to the serial input
A delay of 2mS (but no more than 50mS) is executed
Serial data is sent as normal
This "initiate" state can be generated by directly driving the pin, by sending a "break" sequence or by sending a 0x00
byte at 9.6 kbps, waiting for 2mS, and then sending the data at the usual speed.
This mode is useful for transmit-only applications with low inactive current. Under the 15uA standby current drain in
this mode, a 250mA/Hr battery will last 2 year

User Programming Commands
The PW1-928 is programmed through the same serial interface as is used for the main data interface, by using a
different serial baud rate. Commands are sent to the unit at 2400 baud (1+8+1), no matter what interface data mode
baud rate is configured.
All programming command strings are prefixed with two exclamation mark characters (ASCII 0x21) and are
terminated with a carriage return (ASCII 0x10). All alpha characters are in upper case, and numeric data is in
hexadecimal. Spaces are ignored and can be added for clearer human readability.
After the !! sequence, the serial port returns a > character (ASCII 0x3E) and begins local echo back to the serial output.
In addition, both TX and RX status outputs go logically high.
After a command is entered, if it cannot be successfully decoded an _ERR<cr> message is returned
If the decode succeeds, then a <CR> is returned.
An <ESC> character terminates and cancels any command entry.

Command strings
ID SET ca
ID TMP ca

program address and channel (stored in EEPROM)
volatile address/channel (used, but not written to EEPROM)

USR WR a dd
USR RD a

write to user EEPROM space (a is a 4-bit address. 0 through F )
read from user EEPROM space (a is a 4-bit address “
)

The USR RD command returns an = character, followed by the 2-digit hex value of the location.
USR commands access EEPROM locations 40 to 4F.
RST
DFLT

hard reset
return to addr/chan=0, mode=0, baud=9600

EDUMP
EDUMP 0
EDUMP 1
EDUMP 2
EDUMP 3
EDUMP 4
EDUMP #
EDUMP @

pull the whole EEPROM (80 bytes) in human readable form
(as above but only locations 00-0F)
(as above but only locations 10-1F)
(as above but only locations 20-3F)
(as above but only locations 30-3F)
(as above but only locations 40-4F)
(read only serial number, at locations 01,02,03,04)
(read only channel/address ID, at location 08)

TEST CW
BAUD F
BAUD M
BAUD S

Goes into unmodulated CW on 915MHz
57600 kbps interface baud rate
38400 kbps interface baud rate
9600 kbps interface baud rate

MODE mm

Set mode byte

The Mode Byte
A single 8-bit field (programmed via the MODE command) can be used to activate several additional functions.
bit 0 set
bit 1 set

inhibit TX
inhibit RX

(ignore outgoing data, receive as normal)
(transmits as normal, ignore receive packets)

bit 7 set

Ignore ID matching (receiver outputs any packet received, irrespective of addressing)

If any of the higher (bits 2-6) are set, then a 'header' is added to the start of EVERY packet at the receive end of the link.
As this adds data to the throughput, it is not recommended in streaming 9600 baud applications, as it will rapidly cause
a receive-end FIFO buffer overflow.
The header consists of an = character (0x3D) followed by a number of bytes of data.
This data is raw unformatted (8 bit) bytes, and will contain unprintable characters.
bit 2 set
bit 3 set
bit 4-6

Adds in the first three bytes (non-payload) of the burst
Adds in a single byte equal to the last burst RSSI value (from the SX1272 chip)
TBA

Factory modes
Take EXTREME care when using these command modes. They blindly write to a specific EEPROM addresses (or the
whole array) without formatting or context checking. They don't care what those locations do, or if the value written is
valid or not. It is quite possible to completely disable the PW1 by incautious use of these commands.
Always execute a RST command after writing to any functional variable.
Byte write:

0x02 0x02 0x02 0x02 aa dd cc <cr>

(10 bytes, plus <!!> and <cr>)

aa is a 2-digit hex reorientation of the direct EEPROM location address
dd is a 2-digit hex reorientation of the 8 bit data value
cc is a 2-digit hex reorientation of the 8 bit truncated sum of aa and dd
This writes a single byte to anywhere in the EEPROM. It is necessary for trimming power and centre frequency and can
be used to replicate certain other functions.

Table write:

0x02 0x9F 0x9F 0x9F 0x9F 0x01 <cr>

<64 bytes data>

<2 checksum>

0x03

Unit is THEN sent 67 bytes of raw 8-bit data within the 500mS WDT period.
The first 64 bytes correspond to data written to EEPROM addresses 0-63.
A 2-byte checksum is followed by a 0x03 terminator byte.
If all this data is received in the correct format, then all 64 bytes of the EEPROM used by the code will be rewritten. (if a 0x23 terminator is used, then the write to 00-0F is inhibited)
On the 16LF1624 PIC, an EEPROM programming cycle takes 5mS.

The EEPROM Contents
0
1-4
5
6
7

(unused)
4-byte unique module serial number (lsb first)
CW mode frequency (l)
CW mode frequency (m)
CW mode frequency (h)

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ID
"unprogrammed" cookie jar.
(unused)
trim RF power
interface baud rate
mode byte
freq trim
freq trim

channel (high 4 bits) address (low 4 bits)
(if not 0x18 then set ID=0, baud=9600, mode byte=0)

16-31
32-47
48-63
64-79
80-255

channels 0-15
"
"
user
unused

low byte
mid "
high "

(normally set to 915MHz)

(usually = 0x07)
0 =9600 , 1=38400 , 2 = 57600
(see programming details)
(low 8 bits)
(high 4 bits) and sign (bit 7)

Test Mode
The PW1 has a very simple autonomous test mode to allow initial range and frequency tests without needing any
external "intelligence" or serial commands. The idea behind these is to make a very basic test possible without connecting
the PW1 to anything more than a battery and an antenna.
Test mode is entered if the PW 1 is powered-up with the SI pin grounded.
STBY and RXS become select inputs. A series 1K resistor is recommended when driving these inputs just in case the unit
powers up in the wrong mode and there is a contention. TXS remains an LED- driving output but its meaning changes in
test mode. Note: these test modes ignore the state of the MODE byte.
STBY
high/floating
high/floating
gnd
gnd

RXS
high/floating
gnd
high/floating
gnd

Idle.
TX test.
RX test.
Test signal

The PW1 does nothing (drawing a few milliamps)
Send a test message every 330mS.
Listen for a test message (see above)
Transmit unmodulated CW at 915.0 MHz

In TX test the TXS output goes high for about 25mS with every burst (every third of a second).

The actual 'test message' is a single packet consisting of: $++Test_<var><spc>.
<var> is a cycling variable, running through 0-7 (48-55 dec) and repeating, while <spc> is a space (32 dec)
In RX test the unit indicates received packets via the TXS output (and attached LED if applicable).
A short (5mS) pulse indicates a valid burst on channel and address, but not having the specific test message content. A
long (125mS) pulse is shown when a perfectly matching test message has been received.

Frequency assignments
Channels

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

927.20 MHz
925.95
924.70
923.45
922.20
920.95
919.70
918.45

8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

917.20 MHz
913.45
912.20
910.95
909.70
908.45
907.20
905.95

Notice that this table leaves a gap around 914-916MHz leaves a gap at 902-905MHz
This still avoids the cluttered “915MHz” region, and avoids "integer MHz” frequencies, where digital noise concentrates
and any harmonics of the 32MHz main clock.

PW1-928 (prototype unit, without can) on “simple evaluation” test board

Limitation of liability
The manufacturer assumes that the statements made in this data sheet are correct at the time of issue. The
manufacturer furthermore reserves the right to make changes to technical specifications or product functions without
prior notice. The manufacturer does not assume any responsibility for the use of the described product, neither does it
convey any license under its patent rights. All trademarks, registered trademarks and product names are the property of
their owners. This data sheet does not imply warranty of any kind.
This unit is NOT recommended for use in life critical applications.

